
HOW    GREEN   IS   GREEN



You don't need to
specialise in this

but you should
have a process to

meet clients
expectations 



Ethical  investing

Investment that aligns with a client's

ethics preferences or values. 

It's about listening to help a client find an

outcome. Avoid selling a solution. 

Progress over perfection

Ethics & Professional

Practice in Financial

Planning

. .



IMPACT

 



Simplified

EXCLUSION

Sending a message

IMPACT

Making a specific difference

ADVOCACY

Needed for change 

BEST  IN  CLASS

Rewarding leaders
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PRODUCT  PREFERENCES

- Do they want a managed ongoing

adviser approach or Set and forget group

approach?

- Do they want transparency?

- How important are fees?

- What education do you provide to help

them in this process?

VALUES  

- Have they mentioned anything about

their situation that may indicate strong

values on any topics. 

- Have you asked them?

- What education do you provide to help

them in this process?

GOALS  

- What did they come and see you about?

- What are they trying to achieve?

- What education do you provide to help

them in this process?

RISK  PROFILE

- What is their investment experience?

- Are their any asset classes that make

them uncomfortable and why?

- What is their tolerance for risk?

- What education do you provide to help

them in this process?



"The adviser's role isn't to know everything about

everything but to uncover what is important to the

client and help them reach their goals in-line with

their purpose and values"





Greenwashing REDUNDANT  CLAIMS

Negative screen for tobacco in a

Sustainable Australian Equities

Fund

NOT  QUITE  A  LIE

More sustainable companies
fund
·

•"Best-in-class screen" that excludes

the worst-performing companies –

bottom 10%. 

Substance matters

MISLEADING  SCOPE

International sustainable
balanced fund

•ESG integration and screening over

equities only

•Fixed income, cash, property and

other assets have no RI overlays

UNSUBSTANTIATION

Low carbon growth fund

•Claims that the portfolio

presents 30% lower in greenhouse

emissions intensity than the

mainstream benchmark

•Benchmark chosen is not

disclosed. 



Fund Divests from Fossil Fuels, Controversial weapons,
Tobacco, Tar Sands

*Only divests from products where we don’t believe engagement can reduce harm,
or where we believe there is a long-term risk to investors money. In general, we

believe corporate engagement is more effective in improving the way companies
operate, reducing the environmental impact and increasing transparency. 

*The materiality threshold is set at 25% of revenues

*A buffer zone of +/- 5% is set so that investments close to the materiality threshold
do not move between eligibility and ineligibility on a frequent basis. 

*A cap of 2% of emerging market equities, 2% of Australian equites and 5% of
developed market equities ex-Australia is set for the excluded categories of

investment as a percentage of the relevant investment universe.



Ratings houses



Ratings houses



"Gotta' have a seat at the table..."



"Gotta' have a seat at the table..."



Resources

Most recent houses have sustainability/ESG ratings of
some sort - however beware

RESEARCH

HOUSES

RIAA

RESPONSIBLE

RETURNS

(RIAA)

LEAF RATINGS

DIG AROUND

MARKET FORCES

https://responsibleinvestment.org/

https://www.responsiblereturns.com.au/

Group/Industry Super
https://www.marketforces.org.au/

Super Funds and Managed Funds
https://www.leafratings.org/

Find the fine print, read the conditions, 
Look at the holdings
Speak to the BDM or fund manager



Responsible  returns



Market  forces



Leaf  Ratings



Have meaningful conversations with clients on their preferences.

Help guide clients to outcomes, don't sell preloaded solutions.

Educate your clients

Educate yourself

Leverage off all the great tools already available, you don't have to reinvent the wheel

Push back on product providers that aren't meeting your client's expectations. 

Be wary of the marketing spin over substance and call it out when you see it. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

What can you do right now





"I know I'll have to sacrifice returns however...


